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The decentralized self-reconfiguration of modular robots has been a challenging problem. This work proposed a biological method
inspired by the plant growth for the distributed self-reconfiguration of UBot systems. L-systems are implemented to construct
target topology, and turtle interpretation is extended to lead the self-reconfiguration process. Parametric reproduction rules
introduce the external influence to the reconfiguration process by distributed modules’ local sensing. Each module can move
independently to change relative positions, and robotic structures develop in the natural growth style. This leads to a convergent
and environmentally sensitive control method for the distributed self-reconfiguration. Reconfiguration processes can converge
to desired configuration and are scalable to module numbers by reproducing predefined substructures in principle. The overall
performance of the proposed strategy is evaluated with simulations and 11 experiments. Simulation and experimental results
turn out to be convergent and environmentally sensitive.

1. Introduction

Modular self-reconfigurable (MSR) robotic systems [1, 2]
consist of multi-independent working modules. Each module
is a complete robot with onboard battery, sensing, computing,
andmoving ability. Themost central activity of aMSR robot is
to change the global morphology through the relative motion
of inner modules, which is also known as self-reconfiguration.
MSR robots provide a unique advantage over traditional
robotic technologies in terms of reconfigurability.

While the centralized mechanism for optimal control
having been proven to be a NP problem [3, 4], the decentra-
lized approaches have been studied from different points of
view and are still on the focus in order to achieve effective
solutions [5]. From the decentralized nature by multi-
independent agent point of view, the self-reconfiguration
process of MSR robots is a complex and collective decision-
making system. The behavior of the individual modules for-
mulates the overall state of the global robotic system.

Decentralized modular self-reconfigurable robotic systems
are generally analyzed by studying the transition of relative
positions of inner modules and their states, referred to local
surroundings including the neighboring module environ-
ments. All the local conditions of multi-independent mod-
ules contribute to the robotic system’s global states.

The state space of whole robots evolves over time along
the relative movement of local modules. With neighboring
modules having multiple relative connecting orientations,
the global robot is a nonlinear complex system. By the local
motion of independent modules, robots can transfer to
completely new states, which is also the self-reconfiguration
of modular self-reconfigurable robots. Choosing an appro-
priate mechanism for controlling the self-reconfiguration is
an extremely hard task [6–10], especially when considering
the environmental influence [11–14].

To solve this challenging problem of MSR robotics,
principles that govern self-organization of natural systems
are translated into bioinspired algorithms that can exhibit
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comparable self-organizing behaviors in MSR robots.
Bioinspired approaches take their motivation from the self-
organization property of multicellular organisms, such as
abstraction methods [15–17] and solutions methods [18–
22] proposed by Ahmadzadeh and Masehian [23]. We can
also cite methods based on cellular automata (CA) [24, 25]
and cell morphogenesis [26].

The used bioinspired methods originate from biolog-
ical self-organizing systems and aim at realizing self-
reconfiguration through emergence. This emergent behavior
is realized through a bottom-up process. There is no central
commander in this process. The global behaviors generate
through simple local interactions between individuals in
the absence of a central commander. As common to most
emergent processes, the convergent problem [27] is also a
cornerstone in developing a bioinspired method for decen-
tralized self-reconfiguration of MSR robots.

While both the robustness to module fails and the
scalability to module numbers have roots in local and distrib-
uted nature of algorithms inspired from biological systems
[28], another impediment on the way of developing bioin-
spired methods for self-reconfiguration is the fact that
robotic systems lack the self-reproduction ability, which is
crucial in biological organisms and their underlying mecha-
nisms [15].

In this paper, a decentralized control method inspired
from plant growth is designed for the decentralized self-
reconfiguration of UBot robots. Plants can converge to spe-
cies phenotype and respond to external touch (or thigmotro-
pism) of an object, as shown in Figure 1. When defining the
external touch as environmental influence, plant growth can
be divided as environmental free growth and environmen-
tally sensitive growth. In this work, both the plant growth
and its response to touch inspire the control of the environ-
mental free reconfiguration and environmentally sensitive
reconfiguration of UBot robots.

For the high ability to simulate plant growth with
simple symbols and rewriting rules, Lindenmayer systems
(L-systems) [29, 30] are introduced to model the self-
reconfiguration process of UBot robots. L-systems can pro-
vide topological description of target configuration for robot
systems, which is similar to biological DNA. Depending on
local sensing and independent motion control along gradient
attraction [24], local modules can move on the surface of
other modules to new positions. This surface locomotion
can simulate the self-reproduction of cells. The decentralized
localization problem [28, 31] is solved by using a relative
location between independent modules.

The proposed method represents a novelty in the frame-
work of self-reconfigurable robots in two ways. This paper
proposes a symbolic representation of mechanical robot topol-
ogy beyond its physical representation. This representation
opens a door for theoretical studies related to formal languages
and more complex representation which deserves a further
studies. Moreover, the chosen symbol representation has a
biological inspiration and bridges the area of MSR robots with
plant modeling field. This bridge can allow the flow of ideas,
problems and solutions enriching both research areas.

The proposed method is inspired from natural growth
and distributed nature of modular robots. We would like
to remark the convergence to desired topology and self-
adaption to touching objects during self-reconfiguration
process. Self-reconfiguration by the proposed solution is con-
vergent to predefined configurations and scalable with the
number of working modules by repeating desired segments
in predefined relative orientations. The reconfiguration is
also environmentally sensitive by self-adapting to touching
object, just like climbing plants. For the sake of simplicity,
we present some examples with simple configurations in
the simulation section. Obviously, more complex structures
need more modules, but the principles of the decentralized
representation are the same.
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Figure 1: Plant growth-inspired self-reconfiguration.
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The paper is organized as follows. Firstly, the structure
of UBot modular robot and its sensing support for kine-
matics motion are described in Section 2. In Section 3,
we recall some basics on L-systems and show how the tur-
tle interpretation of L-systems can be extended to handle
reconfiguration process. And the overall performance of the
proposed strategy is evaluated by simulations in Section 4
and experiments in Section 5. Finally, this paper is concluded
in Section 6.

2. UBot Systems

2.1. Mechanical Structure and Sensing Ability. UBot system is
a hybrid-type MSR robot developed in our laboratory, as
shown in Figure 2. With an 80mm× 80mm× 80mm lattice
shape, each module contains two perpendicular rotating
joints (J00 and J10) connecting two body parts (P00 and
P10), each of which has two connecting faces (F00 and F01
on P00 and F10 and F11 on P10). UBot modules are designed
as active modules and passive modules. Active modules can
connect to the neighboring passive module through inner
hook-type connecting mechanism. Through the various con-
necting ways, UBot modules can be connected to multirobo-
tic configurations, such as branching structure, snake shape,

flag shape, and rolling shape. More details about mechanical
information of UBot modules can be found in our existing
work [32].

2.2. Motion Mode. UBot modules can change relative posi-
tions by the assistance of neighboring modules. Figure 3
shows the lattice motion process of five UBot modules.
The red module flexibly moves to neighboring lattices
with the assistance of neighboring green modules. One
mechanical UBot module can lift at the most four mod-
ules in linear connection. This capacity provides reliable
loading ability for independent movement. And the design
of perpendicular joints provides UBot modules the flexible
movement ability.

2.3. Robotic Growth by Surface Locomotion. The surface
locomotion can simulate the natural growth by continually
moving modules to the front of global movement. The lattice
construction and motion style of UBot modules leads to the
rule-based control. UBot modules can move around on the
surface of other modules by the implementation of CA.
Figure 4 shows the CA rules for UBot system and one loco-
motion through narrow space. More details about the distrib-
uted surface locomotion control of UBot robots were given in
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Figure 2: UBot modules and some typical robotic configurations.

Figure 3: The lifting ability of UBot modules and their relative motion ability.
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our published work [24]. This surface locomotion contrib-
utes to the robotic growth of global reconfiguration.

3. Materials and Methods

3.1. L-Systems and Geometry Interpretation. L-systems
have been successfully used for creating complex struc-
tures due to its expression power for complex phenome-
non and the existence of algorithms for its automatic
generation [33–35].

The central concept of L-systems is rewriting, which is a
technique for defining complex objects by successively
replacing parts of a simple initial object using a set of rewrit-
ing rules or productions. Equation (1) shows the format of
rewriting rules consisting of two items—the predecessor
and the successor. In applying production rules specified in
the L-system, the predecessor will be recursively expanded
and replaced with the relevant successors [36, 37].

Predecessor→ successor 1

As robotic structures exist in 3D lattice space, L-systems

are extended to 3D lattice space with heading H , left L ,

and up U directions for coordinate directions, as shown in
Figure 5. To simplify expression complexity, the opposite
directions are also taken for L-system symbols, which are

back B , right R , and down D . Multiparameter prop-
erties can also be added to those extended L-system symbols.
This work uses the length parameter for robotic structures in
different lengths. Those properties can help organize robotic
topology in both local predictions for decentralized modules
and the relative position in global state. For example, the
symbol R l describes a segment with lmodules linearly con-
nected in the right direction.

Consider the L-system in (2), which consists of two
production rules with processor symbols X and Y . Taking
rule 1 as an example, it means that each occurrence of X
will be replaced by the precise successor string of symbols
(“ R 4 H 4 X”). The symbols “X” and “Y” append new
symbols through rewriting in the same way. The rewriting
process can expend a string with circulatory symbols, as
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Figure 4: Surface locomotion of UBot robots controlled by CA.
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Figure 5: The self-similar character of lattice configuration by the L-system in (2).
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symbols in the successor of rewriting rules are repeated in
each rewriting work.

L‐systems
Axiom L 1 Y H 1 X

Rule 1 X→ R 4 H 4 X

Rule 2 Y → L 4 H 4 Y

2

L-systems are conceived as a mathematical theory
of development. Several geometric interpretations of L-
systems have been proposed for turning them into a versatile
tool for fractal and plant modeling. One of those graphic
interpretation methods is described by Prusinkiewicz [38]
and Prusinkiewicz and Lindenmayer [36] and later used
widely, called turtle interpretation.

For implementation reasons, turtle interpretations are
extended to lead the self-reconfiguration process of modular
robots [28, 39]. The module with L-system symbols, called
turtle module, does the moving search work as turtles in
graphical interpretation and attaches new modules at neigh-
boring lattice as L-systems described. The surface locomotion
by CA [24] can simulate cell self-reproduction by moving
new modules to the growing front. As shown in Figure 6,
when the front lattice on segment growing direction has no
module, the turtle module will generate gradient information
[25] to attract mobile modules moving to the position. New
attached modules will change to turtle modules and receive
L-systems for the following interpretation. In this way,
MSR robots reconfigure in the development style by contin-
ually moving modules to the growing front.

L-system symbols are translated between turtle modules
along the growing direction. The length parameter l (in L-
system symbols H l ) is decreased by one in each transla-
tion from one module to the neighboring module at the

growing direction. Robotic structures keep growing until
the length parameter decreases to zero (l = 0). For example,
in the decreasing process from H 3 to H 2 and then H 1
in Figure 6, the development stops at the module with symbol
H 0 .

The rewriting work is also managed by decentralized
modules. Turtle modules keep interpreting the first symbol
of received L-system symbols. When the symbol matches
any reproduction rules, it will be replaced by the successor
symbols and then the first symbol in the new string will
be interpreted by this module. Interpreted symbols, with
length parameter l = 0, are deleted, and the following sym-
bols start being interpreted. For example, in the interpreta-
tion in Figure 7, the module with symbol H 0 X deletes
the interpreted symbols H 0 and then starts interpreting
symbol X.

Instead of a global position of each module, a relative
strategy for decentralized localization is used. Through devel-
opment in growth style by the turtle interpretation, a module
gets its local position with respect to the connected turtle
module. The new attached modules need not know its global
position in the whole system. It just connects to the turtle
module in the needed direction, and then it gets the needed
position by the whole system.

As shown in Figure 5, a lattice structure corresponds to
the L-system in (2). The interpretation process starts from
the module that receives the axiom L 1 Y H 1 X. The
resulting branching structure consists of substructures in
predefined topology and is connected in predefined relative
orientation by rule 1 and rule 2.

From module state point of view, modules have three
kinds of interpretation state during the self-reconfiguration
driven by L-systems. As shown in Figure 8, all modules are
initially in mobile state. During the turtle interpretation, the
module with a turtle in is the turtle module, which does the
moving search work by interpreting L-system symbols as

H(3) H(2) H(1) H(3) H(2) H(1) H(3) H(2) H(1) H(0)

Moving to the front to
continue the movement

Moving direction

Module

Figure 6: Robotic structures develop by attaching new modules at the growing direction.

H(3)X H(0)X H(1)X H(1)XH(2) H(2) H(1)

Moving direction

Module

Rule: X→ H(2)

Rewriting

Figure 7: Decentralized rewriting work by independent modules.
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turtles in computer graphics. The turtle module translates L-
system symbols to the neighboring module, which is on the
lattice position that the turtle will move in. In condition 1,
mobile modules receiving L-system symbols change state to
turtle module to continue the following interpretation. In
condition 2, the turtle module changes to a structure module,
when all neighboring situations satisfy the symbol descrip-
tion by inner L-system symbols. In this paper, we focus on
the forward development as plant growth. So structure mod-
ules will be part of self-reconfiguration result and will main-
tain the current position without no longer movement, which
is why condition 4 does not stand. But structure modules
may turn back to turtle modules when receiving L-system
symbols, which is condition 3 in Figure 8.

The resultant string in each generation of the L-system
in (2) is deterministic by the axiom and reproduction
rules, because no external influence is considered during
the rewriting process. This class of L-systems is termed
D0L-systems [37], pronounced dee-zero-ell-systems, which
are both deterministic and context-free. D0 stands for
deterministic and 0-context or context-free. We use D0L-
systems for the convergent self-reconfiguration of UBot
system with predefined target structures by L-systems.

3.2. Parametric L-System for Environmentally Sensitive
Growth. Besides the deterministic construction by D0L-sys-
tems, parametric L-systems [40] can describe plant growth
process with environmental interaction. Parametric L-
systems make use of the numerical attributes of modules in
the selection of an appropriate production. As shown in
(3), parametric production rules are the ones in which the
left-hand side has a parameter and the newly created tokens
that are on the right-hand side have parameters depending
on the parameter of the left-hand side.

Predecessor∣condition→ successor 3

When using parametric L-systems, configurations are
discretized into strings of particles where distributed mod-
ules handle the current growth depending on local condi-
tion. The behavior of a turtle module is determined by its
internal state and external conditions. The internal state
refers to the current values of containing L-system sym-
bols. For modeling response to external touch of plant
growth, modules take the distance to the surface of objects
as their external conditions.

As the touch response of plant growth shows climb-
ing character, two main factors influence the emergent pro-
cess of robotic reconfiguration: collision avoidance and

separation avoidance. L-system symbols are extended to have
two distance parameters df , dl to manage the collision and
separation problem. The symbol F df ,dl has growing direc-

tion F, front distance df , and lateral distance dl to the surface
of objects. To avoid collision with external object, the devel-
oping front must be absent from the surface at least one mod-
ule’s width WUBot , then we have the relationship:
df > =WUBot. As shown in Figure 9, to avoid separation
from target object, the development must be close enough
to the surface. The lateral distance dl must be less than
one module’s width, then we have the relationship for separa-
tion avoidance: dl <WUBot .

For collision detection and avoidance, the turtle module
avoids collision by changing growing direction using rule 1
in (4). After the collision avoidance, segments grow in a
new direction that is parallel with the surface of the target
object F df ,dl df >WUBot . For example, the turtle module

changes growing direction from Fd1
to Fd2

for collision
avoidance in Figure 9.

Rule 1 F df ,dl ∣df <WUBot → F df ,dl df > =WUBot 4

For separation detection and avoidance, robotic seg-
ments need to develop along the surface of the target object.
So the lateral distance dl must not be too large. When the
distance dl > =WUBot, turtle modules change growing direc-
tion using rule 2 in (5). For example, the turtle module
changes growing direction from Fd3

to Fd4
for separation

avoidance in Figure 9.

Rule 2 F df ,dl ∣dl > =WUBot → F df ,dl dl <WUBot 5

In this touch-sensitive reconfiguration process, the
length parameter is not limited. It is assumed that a robot
has enough modules for structure development. Both colli-
sion avoidance (rule 1) and separation avoidance (rule 2)
change the growing direction to keep robotic structures
developing along the surface of objects.

4. Simulation Results

4.1. Convergent and Scalable Reconfiguration in Open
Space. The convergence problem is to derive the self-
reconfiguration process to predefined topology. This is also
an open problem in bioinspired control methods for decen-
tralized robotic systems. While using L-systems construct-
ing target configuration, the sequential movement of turtle
interpretation guarantees robotic structures developing con-
tinuously. Local communication and relative orientation
detection provide reliable translation of L-system symbols
and turtle coordinate. So the proposed method in this article
is convergent theoretically.

The D0L-system in (2) is taken to illustrate the con-
vergence in simulations. As shown in Figure 10, a robot sys-
tem consisting of 36 UBot modules, with the axiom and
reproduction rules recorded in every module, reconfigures
to a branching structure automatically. When the robotic

Mobile
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Turtle
module

Structure
module

Start

1 2

End

3

4

Figure 8: State translation of modules during self-reconfiguration.
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system has grown out the desired structure in Figure 5, we
say the self-reconfiguration process is convergent. Figure 11
shows another reconfiguration process to a cross-shape
configuration.

The convergence of the proposed method by D0L-
systems is illustrated in simulations. Both simulations in
Figures 10 and 11 are repeated 50 times to illustrate the con-
vergence of self-reconfiguration process by the proposed
method. Simulation results show that all reconfigurations
are convergent.

The proposed method is also scalable to module num-
bers by using the rewriting strategy of L-systems. Global
configurations turn up to be self-similar by repeating sub-
structures through interpreting rewriting rules. Several simu-
lations are done on UBot robots with an increasing number
of modules using the same L-system in (2). As shown in
Figure 12, statistical results show that time steps for global
convergence increase linearly as the module numbers. The
linear relation verifies the scalability of the proposed method.
Self-reconfiguration by the proposed method is no longer
limited by the time-consuming global planning and the
number of modules, which is the main constraint for optimal
self-reconfiguration [4].

The convergence and scalability of the proposed method
make full use of inspirations from plant growth. This intro-
duces the variety of nature to the modular robot domain.
While L-systems are opening a novel door for constructing
target structure for self-reconfiguration, the natural pattern

and construction morphology of plants provide a rich library
for the design of global configurations for MSR robots.

4.2. Environmentally Sensitive Reconfiguration in Obstacle
Space. Distributed self-reconfiguration by the proposed
method is also sensitive to external environments by the
use of parametric L-systems. Modules interact with neigh-
boring environment independently by onboard sensors.
The development of robotic structures depends on growth

F2Collision
avoidance Rule 1 

df

Robotic
module

F4

Rule 2 F3Separation
avoidance

dl

F1

Figure 9: Environmental response mechanism.

Figure 10: Self-reconfiguration process by the D0L-system in (2) without environmentally sensitive reconfiguration.

Figure 11: Self-reconfiguration process to a cross shape configuration.
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planning of turtle modules. Turtle modules consider both
internal and external conditions for local development plan-
ning according to parametric reproduction rules. And the
following algorithm is implemented by turtle modules:

(i) Repeat

(ii) Step 1: collect internal and external information

(iii) Step 2: do motion planning according to environ-
mentally sensitive rules

(iv) Until done

The touch-sensitive growth of plants can construct
climbing or grasping structures. Using the reproduction rules
in (4) and (5), robotic structures can grow along the surface
of touching objects. Figure 13 shows that the UBot robot
reconfigures to a multifinger-shaped structure by using the
designed control method. Though no modules have geomet-
ric or position information of the touching object, local sense
of independent modules can support the environmentally
sensitive reconfiguration process. In this simulation, it is sup-
ported that new modules are generated continually at the
bottom point for the global development.

This touch-sensitive self-reconfiguration is adaptive to
geometric size of emergent objects. Because the develop-
ment process relies on the local sensing and independent
motion control of decentralized modules, the size of target
objects has no geometry limit to single modules. As shown
in Figure 14, reconfiguration results turn up to be self-
adaption to emergent boxes. Though the result structure
was not determinate previously, the interaction with envi-
ronment and robotic development by turtle interpretation
can guarantee variety of resultant configurations. This also
indicates a potential adaption of self-reconfiguration to
unknown environments.

5. Experimental Results

When the turtle module is doing a moving search work, it
needs to have the sense of turtle coordinate system. The tur-
tle coordinate translates along the development of robotic
structure, from a turtle module to a new turtle module. As
a result, even modules may be connected in various relative
orientations, the turtle coordinate maintains an initially
determined orientation, and branches develop along prede-
fined global orientation.

Figure 13: The touch response of robotic self-reconfiguration to an emergent box-shape object.

Figure 14: Environmentally sensitive reconfiguration of touching object in different scales.
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Two simple experiments of a UBot robot are presented in
Figures 15 and 16. The successful implementation of CA on
UBot systems [24] provides reliable control for locomotion
climbing gradient.

As shown in Figure 15, a UBot robot with four modules
connected linearly. Self-reconfiguration starts when UBot2
receives L-system symbol H 3 . After translation through
UBot3, UBot4 needs a module for symbol H 0 in the head-
ing direction. It then attracts UBot1 to the growing front.
UBot1 needs assistance from modules on the moving path
in order to get to needed position. Firstly, module UBot2 lifts
UBot1 to the up lattice and then UBot3 lifts UBot4 in the
same way. Secondly, UBot4 connects to UBot1 before UBot1
disconnects from UBot2. Lastly, UBot3 pushes UBot4 to the
original position while lifting UBot1 to the developing front.
The supplementary video (available here) records this self-
reconfiguration experiment.

Both turtle modules and structure modules can provide
assistance for the locomotion of mobile modules. As shown
in Figure 15, movements of UBot1 contain assistance from
modules UBot2 (structure module), UBot3 (structure mod-
ule), and UBot4 (turtle module). Structure modules maintain
the original position after assistance.

If the lattice at the turtle moving direction has nomodule,
turtle modules will spare gradient [11, 41] to attract mobile
modules in the system, for example, the process of UBot4
attracting UBot1 in Figure 15.

The gradient information spreads out through local com-
munication in the decentralized system. All modules, includ-
ing structure modules, turtle modules, and mobile modules,
take part in the spread of gradient information. Mobile mod-
ules will climb gradient to the needed position while using
CA managing local motion. Details about how CA manage
movement of UBot modules along gradient can be found in
our existing work [24].

The design of perpendicular joints makes flexible moving
ability for UBot modules. As shown in Figure 16, UBot1
moves to another lattice neighboring to UBot4. The supple-
mentary video records this self-reconfiguration experiment.

The transmission of symbol is kept in an absolute dis-
tributed way, which can keep the distributed nature of
reconfiguration method. In a string type, L-system symbols
are only translated from turtle modules to new attached
mobile module, which then changes state to a turtle mod-
ule and will handle the following interpretation. For exam-
ple, UBot1 receives L-system symbols only when it gets to
the needed position in both Figures 15 and 16. Turtle mod-
ules only interpret the first symbol in the string. Any sym-
bol with zero length value (s = 0) will be deleted from the
L-system string firstly before turtle modules interpret the
following symbol.

Through the successful self-reconfiguration of those two
experiments, we can see that the function of designed control
strategy, including local translation of L-systems, extended
symbol interpretation and surface locomotion by combining
gradient attraction and CA. The results also proved that
UBot modules can handle coordinate translation and relative
localization in distributed manner. This extended interpre-
tation of symbols achieves the degradation from global

description to module-level predictions. Especially the deg-
radation process contains no unpractical assumption for
physical robots.

6. Conclusions

In this paper, we provide a novel contribution to this big
target by considering how ideas from L-systems can solve
the convergence of decentralized self-reconfiguration. The
proposed method solved the convergent problem, which
has been a corner stone on the way of bioinspired decentra-
lized methods for self-reconfiguration of MSR robots. The
self-reproduction of rewriting rules contributes to the scal-
ability to module numbers. Reconfiguration times increase
linearly to module numbers, and reconfiguration results
show self-similarity by repeating substructures as described
by L-system production rules.

More importantly, the self-reconfiguration process is
sensitive to external environments. Parametric L-systems
make it possible from local sensing to desired global phe-
nomenon. Self-adaption results of touching objects in differ-
ent size turn out to be similar in organization principles. This
primary implementation indicates a decentralized mecha-
nism for reconfiguration in real world.

The approach presented in this paper can be a starting
point for further research from both theoretical and practical
side, enriching each other with ideas coming from both MSR
robots and L-systems. Such open research lines involve new
developments in the application of the stablished theoreti-
cal framework of L-systems for the abstract representation
of robots (and hence a deeper understanding of the theo-
retical possibilities) and also, from the practical side, the
development of new abilities of physical robots inspired in
the local relative position of the modules and the local encap-
sulation of the information. The study of techniques from
both research areas can provide new solutions for matter of
future research.

From the global structure point of view, the configuration
of robotic systems keeps evolving over time. This is also
the self-reconfiguration process. As the main aim of this
article is introducing the implementation framework of
L-systems for environmentally sensitive reconfiguration,
the growing style of plants is translated to robotic develop-
ment. That is why the structure modules in Figure 8 cannot
change back to mobile modules. But the self-organizing pro-
cess of MSR robots is dynamical over time in the modules’
state. The structure modules in Figure 8 hold the ability to
change to mobile modules for following reconfigurations
over time. Robots can change to another reconfiguration
for other targets at the current condition. The dynamical
self-reconfiguration between different configurations from
the current configuration and condition will be discussed in
the future work.
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